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Our new home was supposed to be a chance to leave our past behind. But was moving here
the worst mistake of our lives? All our friends and family were gathered, glasses raised to toast
our fresh start. It should have been a night for happiness and celebration. Zac and I had
worked so hard for this: our first home together, just minutes from the sea. But the dream
quickly turned into a nightmare… We’d invited our neighbours too. I wanted to make a good
impression – to show them we’re exactly the sort of people they want living on their street. I
hadn’t thought about who they might be, the strangers I was letting in. It was going so well.
There was laughter in the air and the wine was flowing. But then I noticed the narrowed eyes,
the whispers. And then the lights went out. As my heart thumped in my chest, all the little
things that had been going wrong since we moved here flashed through my mind: the food
poisoning, the arguments, the flood of nasty reviews shaking my business. Am I going crazy?
Or is someone trying to destroy us? From the USA Today bestselling author Shalini Boland
comes an absolutely heart-thumping psychological thriller with a twist you won’t see coming.
Perfect for fans of The Girl on the Train, Gone Girl and The Wife Between Us. Readers love
Shalini Boland: ‘WHAT A THRILLER!!!!… caused me sleepless nights because I couldn't put it
down!!’ Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘Oh my!!! Wow!!! Let's all hail Queen Shalini because this
is another absolutely FANTASTIC book… A truly brilliant masterpiece’ Little Miss Book Lover
87, ????? ‘Boy this Shalini Boland woman sure knows how to write a book!!!!!!… That ending,
wow!!!!!’ Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘Wow!! Where to even start?!?… It kept me up most of
the night!!!… I LOVED IT!!!!’ Kirsty Whitlock, ????? ‘Wow Shalini has done it again!… Read it in
one glorious afternoon sitting!… kept you guessing throughout and the surprises just kept
coming!… Totally captivating and brilliant.’ Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘Amazing! Thrilling!… I
was HOOKED from the first page!!… that whopper of a twist at the end!?! I LOVED it!!’ Books
on the Bookshelf, ????? ‘Brilliant… so addictive that once I had started I couldn’t put it down
and couldn’t go to bed till it was finished in the early hours.’ Fiction Café, ????? ‘Wow!…
Tense and captivating… Full of twists and turns and shocks!… raced through it, eager to find out
the ending – which was just brilliant!’ Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘Wow, what an amazing
read. Absolutely raced through this!… SO many twists that my head was spinning! That ending!
So so good!’ Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘Had me gripped from the very first page and I just
couldn’t stop reading. Even waking up in the middle of the night, I would read a few chapters…
loved the shocking twists at the end!’ Goodreads reviewer, ?????
'Hard to put down, I tore through it in two sittings. This tale of an illicit one-night stand with
devastating consequences is a hugely enjoyable read.' ALEX MICHAELIDES, author of The
Silent Patient 'Bears comparison with his 2000 novel, Man and Boy ... Laced with humanity
and the shadow of guilt, this is Parsons at his very best.' DAILY MAIL 'Such a compelling read
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- and a brilliant depiction of both marriage and infidelity. There's unputdownable and there's
walking-into-lamp-posts with the latest Tony Parsons in your hand.' CELIA WALDEN
____________________________ What do you do when your perfect life spins out of control?
A gripping psychological thriller that combines the emotional warmth of Man and Boy with the
page-turning excitement of The Murder Bag. Tara Carver seems to have the perfect life. A
loving mother and wife, and a business woman who runs her own company, she's the sort of
person you'd want to live next door to, who might even become your best friend. But what sort
of person is she really? Because in one night of madness, on a work trip far from home, she
puts all this at risk. And suddenly her dream life becomes a living nightmare when the married
man she spent one night with tells her he wants a serious relationship with her. And that he
won't leave her or her precious family alone until she agrees. There seems to be only one way
out. And it involves murder... ____________________________ 'Emotionally powerful,
beautifully written and observed, this is one to savour.' CARA HUNTER, author of Close to
Home and All the Rage 'Tony Parsons excels at presenting his narratives in the clearest
possible prose while revealing the toughest of human emotions ... fast-moving and involving'
LITERARY REVIEW 'I can testify it is a real humdinger!' PIERS MORGAN '100%
unputdownable. High on my list for a lockdown read so an ideal gift to send to your lockeddown Valentines ... No gift like the gift of an up to the Insta moment page-turner' OLIVIA COLE
'A roller-coaster read' BELLA
A collection of how to tips, offers advice from experts including Erma Bombeck on talking to
teens, Robert Mondavi on deciphering a wine label, Gene Shalit on how to tie a bow tie, and
Tai Babilonia on skating backward
Some people might that, at age forty-six, Jane “Par” Parker is too old to win golf tournaments;
too old to fear her mother; and too old, after twenty years, to still feel such heavy grief over the
murder of her father. But Par has an obsessively tight grip on the past, and no one can tell her
to live her life otherwise—not even her three best friends: Pinky, a petite, bossy 911 dispatcher,
Carmen, a pot-smoking, dessert-loving masseuse-in-training, and Gail, a business professor,
wife of a prison guard, and unlikely romantic. Par is busy preparing for an upcoming
tournament, and things are looking good for her—right up until she has to spend a night in jail
for a bogus DUI charge and ends up on the front page of her local newspaper as a result. As
the week unfolds and Par comes up against one challenge after another, she’s forced to
decide: either continue to cling to her memories, or seize the opportunity to evolve and let go of
the past once and for all.
Neighbor Love through Fearful Days is a reflection on pandemics--the Covid-19 pandemic, the
accompanying economic collapse, a summer of climate chaos, and the pandemic of white
supremacy--as well as on the calling to "serve thy neighbor" and work toward the common
good, even and especially in times of crisis. Mahn's real-time reflections begin with an entry
dated March 17, 2020, after the college where he teaches moved online and his family began
sheltering in place; they end with an entry dated August 31, 2020, when the college reopened
for an unprecedented fall term. Through the intervening entries, he reflects on perennial
questions about purpose, faith, and vocation as they take on a newfound urgency as cities lock
down, economies reopen and close again, and our fractured country teeters on the edge of
civil war. Each entry grapples with the anxieties and opportunities, the suffering and sense of
being summoned, that characterize that same period. Jason A. Mahn's evocative narrative is a
story about living through a time when the world as we know it is being leveled by
pandemics--and it is also a deeply philosophical exploration of what it means to live well. In the
pages of this book, Mahn invites readers to muse on the difficult balance between self-care
and other-care; _the role of love in social justice, and how white privilege might be atoned for;
and how, amid intense suffering, to practice a faith that is not escapist, but embraces a hope
more durable than optimism and a public, strategic love more fierce and enduring than
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previously imagined. Ultimately, these reflections acknowledge the immense challenge of living
a purposeful life in the middle of crisis but invite readers to the shared hope that from the
ashen stillness, we may just hear new callings to imagine healing, cultivate hope, and love
neighbors in creative ways.

Holiness describes a way of living made possible through an intimate, personal
relationship with God. Holiness speaks of life and relationship, not letter and law.
Breaking Free from Sin’s Grip takes us back to the time when a loving Father saw His
children for the first time and dreamed big dreams for them. But this isn’t a story about
someone else long ago. It’s as current as today’s newspaper. Step into God’s story
as you answer the call to holy living. Click here for the Free Downloadable Leader’s
Guide or access it from the ’Previews and Samples’ section below.Paper.
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Most people don’t think of their mom as “the competition.” But when a gorgeous man
moves in next door, Janie’s mom has her sights set on their new neighbor with the
rippling muscles and charming grin. But what happens when Trent only has eyes for
Janie, her curvy, innocent daughter? After doing a stint in jail, Trent’s just trying to stay
out of trouble. His new neighbor, Vivian, is all about wearing sexy bikinis when he’s out
working in the yard. But he doesn’t give a rat’s a$$ about Vivian. Instead, he’s drawn
to Janie, Vivian’s virginal daughter with the sassy laugh and lush curves. Hey Readers
- This is a taboo tale where an older woman competes with her young, innocent
daughter for the attentions of a hardened ex-con. He’s muscled … he’s got tattoos …
and he’s only got eyes for one woman in the end. The story’s totally off the
reservation, but in a good way. No cheating, no cliffhangers, and always an HEA for my
readers. You’ll love it, I promise! Xoxo, Cassandra
As a romance novelist, I’m facing my worst nightmare—writer’s block. No matter what I
write, I hit delete, knowing it’s not worth publishing. The future of my career rests on
the success of this new book. So, here I am, looking at Tumblr, desperate for
inspiration, when I hear a thumping. Annoyed by the music blaring through the walls, I
barge into the hall and bang on my neighbor’s door. My very hot, very naughty
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neighbor, Jake Morreau. Jake is romantic, charming, and the bane of my existence. I
need to work, yet he refuses to let me. When he greets me in the hallway, ideas of a
sinfully hot hero come to mind. When he takes me out on the town, the words flow as
soon as I come home. The more time I spend with this entertaining and quick-witted
man, the more I’m able to write. My neighbor is my muse, and before I know it, I slowly
become the heroine of my own story, but I don’t know how to end it. As I write the
epilogue, I’m afraid our romance won’t pan out as I’ve written. Jake Morreau is my
hero. Then again, in my life, heroes don’t exist.
The Neighbor - The complete 2-part series Part One - “You have the misfortune of
living next door to Azalea's very own Cleopatra. The little harlot who'll sleep with
anything that moves.” After ending my marriage and uprooting my teenage son to my
hometown against his wishes, I knew things would be tough at first. But with the good
weather, the chance to be close to my parents, and the opportunity to reconnect with
old friends, it seemed like a good idea at the time. And it was, until she came into my
life. The infamous Casey Adams, a woman who'd succeeded in turning the whole street
against her just by being irresistible. I wasn't going to let her get under my skin... But it's
difficult when she's always there, right next door, being so friendly and beautiful, being
the opposite of what everyone described. Awakening within me feelings I didn't know
existed. Who can resist that? Part Two - “She'll take everything from you, bleed you
dry, spit you out and move on to the next gullible person who gives her the time of day.
Staying away from her from now on is your best option.” Getting closer to Casey was a
choice; falling for her was out of my control. Everyone warned me to stay away from
her. But that just made me want her even more. For the first time in my life I was letting
my body do the thinking. And now I could lose everything. My comfortable life, my
family. All because I fell for the wrong person; all because I fell for a woman. Now I
have to choose – love or acceptance. The Neighbor is a 2-part steamy lesbian romance
series.
After her mothers suicide, Maja Cleary turned her back on her family and Duved Cove,
Minnesotauntil a desperate phone call reveals that her father has been murdered and
her brother Jonas is the prime suspect. She flies home, knowing that she will have to
confront shared memories of an abusive father. Even as she works to prove her
brothers innocence, she cannot ignore the evidence that he had every reason to kill
their father. The frigid, stormy Minnesota landscape sets the mood as she battles
against time, the local police and the relentless snow.
???????18?????????,????????????????????,?????????????????????......
Practical tips and easy exercises for relieving the stress ofeveryday life Get a Grip!
offers powerful, prescriptive advice for living andthriving in our high-stress times.
Integrating techniques thatrelax the mind, the body, and the spirit, it presents quick
andeasy ways to make the day less stressful-and get the most out ofeach and every
day. For business owners, office workers, and eventhose who work at home raising a
family, Get a Grip! helps themunderstand the sources of their stress and deal with it
effectivelywith advice on such topics as: stress-busting exercises, breathingtechniques,
meditation, visualization, diet, attitude, humor andwork/life balance. Though it's
impossible to lead a completelystress-free life, Get a Grip! will help everyone-from
CEOs tohomemakers-deal with the difficulties of daily life. Bob Losyk (Fort Lauderdale,
FL) is a business consultant, trainer,and international speaker whose clients include
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American Express,Honda, Marriott, Taco Bell, IBM, and Inc. magazine, among
others.His articles on management have appeared in such magazines asFuturist,
Travel Weekly and Training & Development Journal.
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?????????Blood Orange???The Couple UpstairsAn addictive psychological thriller with
a gripping twistBookouture
"Police, what is your emergency?” “They’re in the house and they’re going to kill
me…” “CEREBRAL. SUSPENSEFUL & STUNNING WITH KILLER TWISTS!”Reader’s Group “My name is Marco and I am flawed. I know that. And I was fine with it
until it cost me my family. Now, I’ll do anything to get them back – even see a therapist.
Which is a joke, because I am a therapist. At least I was before I was fired. Now, with
nowhere else to go, I’ve had to move out of the city and into the house I inherited,
here, in the idyllic fishing village of Porthcove, but only for as long as it takes to sell it. .
Because something isn’t right about this place. You see, I need the money, so I’ve
started seeing some of the locals, you know, as patients, but I tell you, there’s
something really disturbing about charming neighbours sharing chilling secrets. And it
isn’t just that. It’s the other things. Strange, inexplicable things. It started with odd
smells, creepy sounds, and then the intruders… oh God, the intruders. Now, a child has
gone missing, the police are asking questions, and I’m starting to wonder if they’re
right. Maybe I can’t be trusted, but you should come and see for yourself; there’s
something seriously wrong with this place. It is something hideous, terrifying, and it’s
been here the whole time, just waiting to devour my hope, my sanity and maybe even
my life.” “PSYCHOSIS IS AN ADDICTIVE PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER. IT SLOWLY
DRAWS YOU IN BEFORE STRAPPING YOU INTO A STRAITJACKET OF
COMPULSIVE READING AND THEN INJECTING YOU WITH A SERIES OF JAWDROPPING TWISTS RIGHT UP TO ITS BREATH-HOLDING FINALE.” - READER’S
GROUP
???????????????? ???????????????????????? ?SX???X???X???X??? ????
?Goodreads??4????14?000?????? ??????????????????????????10?
????????????????????? ??????????????????????? ???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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The perfect neighbours tell the perfect lies... *** A TOP TEN KINDLE BESTSELLER *** A dark
and twisty psychological thriller from a rising star in the genre, perfect for fans of THE COUPLE
NEXT DOOR. When Helen moves into an exciting new neighbourhood, she finds herself in a
web of evil with no escape.
A feline shifter finds a man who makes her roar in a novel by the New York Times-bestselling
author who has “a gift with words and humor” (USA Today). Growing up on the tough Philly
streets, Gwen O'Neill knows how to fend for herself. But what is she supposed to do with a
nice suburban Jersey boy who has a tendency to turn into a massive Grizzly? Despite his
menacing growl and four-inch claws, Gwen finds Lachlan "Lock" MacRyrie cute and really
sweet. He actually watches out for her, and unlike the rest of her out-of-control family,
manages not to morbidly embarrass her. Too bad cats don't believe in forever. At nearly seven
feet tall, Lock is used to people responding to him in two ways: screaming or running away.
Gwen--half lioness, half tigress, all kick-ass--does neither. She's sexy beyond belief and smart
as hell, but she's so busy protecting her family and friends that she's forgetting about her own
safety. Lock probably shouldn't get involved, but he can't simply walk away. Not when Gwen
means absolutely everything to him. “With a sharp eye for detail, Laurenston manages to
combine Animal Planet and The Sopranos with bonus life-altering roller derby. Fans of the
series will enjoy this latest addition.”—Publishers Weekly Praise for Shelly Laurenston's novels
"Bear Meets Girl is hilarious, sexy fun."--Heroes and Heartbreakers "Fast-paced action and
smoking hot love scenes." --RT Book Reviews Top Pick on Wolf with Benefits
Presents twenty of the best works of short fiction of the past year from a variety of acclaimed
sources.
A bundle of books #9 (THE PERFECT NEIGHBOR) and #10 (THE PERFECT DISGUISE) in
Blake Pierce’s Jessie Hunt Psychological Suspense Mystery series! This bundle offers books
nine and ten in one convenient file, with over 100,000 words of reading. In THE PERFECT
NEIGHBOR (Book #9), in an exclusive and wealthy neighborhood in Manhattan Beach, a new
neighbor moves into a luxury home—only to be found dead soon thereafter. The case brings
Jessie into another wealthy beach town, evoking bad memories of her marriage and forcing
her to confront her own demons—while trying to unmask the lies of this seemingly perfect town.
Was the murder connected to an exclusive party for the elite? Or is there an even more
nefarious motive at stake? Making matters worse, Jessie’s husband is now out of prison—and
a potential threat to her once more. In THE PERFECT DISGUISE (Book #10), when a
demanding Hollywood starlet is murdered, Jessie must navigate her way through the murky
world of film studios, casting directors, producers, agents, rival actors and an ecosystem of
people who may have wanted her murdered. After one shocking twist after another, the truth,
Jessie finds, may be much more unexpected than anyone thinks. Can Jessie, still wrestling
with her own demons, enter the killer’s mind and stop him before he strikes again? A fastpaced psychological suspense thriller with unforgettable characters and heart-pounding
suspense, the JESSIE HUNT suspense series is a riveting new series that will leave you
turning pages late into the night. Books #11-#15 are also available!
Exchange the pressure of accomplishment for the peace of God’s grace When the world
demands: achieve, succeed, earn, God says: lean on me, trust me, believe me. That is grace.
And that is what God offers: unconditional acceptance of a believing heart. Your heavenly
Father loves you enough to hold you in his grace. Pastor and New York Times bestselling
author Max Lucado will help you release a false sense of self-sufficiency. rest in God’s
unbending and unending gift of grace. remember that God is for you and will carry you through
every circumstance. Today, leap from the cliff of self-sufficiency and land in the strong arms of
the Father who loves you . . . the Father who catches you—every time—in the grip of his grace.
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‘I just want to be your friend.’ She smiled at Lily, her dark brown eyes impossibly sincere.
‘And to be a mother to Emma too, of course.’ Her gaze flickered to Lily’s sister, but only Lily
saw her expression momentarily change – from warm and loving to something else. Something
Lily didn’t trust… Lily has always had a simple dream: to be happy like her parents were.
Content in their sweet suburban home, nothing in life had phased her mother and father, not
even when they’d had a ‘surprise’ second child, Emma, nearly twenty years after Lily. But
their love story was cut tragically short, when – after a devastating battle with cancer – Lily’s
mother died. Lily was heartbroken, but also desperately worried about her grieving dad, not to
mention five-year-old Emma. So Lily is shocked and concerned when he suddenly decides to
remarry, less than a year after her mother’s death. It feels far too soon, and Lily finds herself
furious with him – and his new wife, Maria, who can apparently do no wrong. She seems madly
in love with Lily’s dad and instantly bonds with Emma. It’s only Lily who can’t trust her. Who
won’t trust her. And when Emma goes missing – could Lily be right? What if the greatest
danger to them all is the woman now living in their family home? A totally gripping and
unmissable psychological suspense novel about dark family secrets, perfect for fans of Shalini
Boland, Claire McGowan and Gone Girl. Readers love Karen King: ‘Has to be my favourite
read of this year, hands down! I couldn’t put it down… I was not stopping until I knew the whole
story!… Amazing!’ Books With Loz ????? ‘WOW! What a thrill ride! I simply devoured this book
in a matter of hours not knowing who was lying, who was telling the truth… Holy moly, this is
one addictive read!!… I was left breathless throughout… and by the time I read those final
words… I was speechless.’ Confessions of a Bookaholic ????? ‘From the first chapter to the
last, this book drew me in, and kept me on the edge of my seat. The drama, the intrigue, the
twists and turns, and everything in between… I absolutely loved this book… This author is now
one of my favourites.’ Goodreads reviewer ????? ‘One of the best thrillers I have read this
year… will leave readers on the edge of their seats… I was hooked from the first few pages.
Grab this book!’ Goodreads reviewer ????? ‘Just absolutely fantastic!… Completely gripping
and unpredictable. The author really pulls you into the story and as the tension and suspense
builds it’s just one of those books you have to keep reading… Completely unpredictable…
Without a doubt a five star read for me.’ Little Miss Book Lover 87 ????? ‘I was really hooked…
A story which is full of lies, deceit and mistrust, and I really enjoyed trying to work out exactly
who was telling the truth and who wasn’t. There was lots of tension and suspense and plenty
of red herrings… so just when you thought you’d worked it out… boom, it all changed!!’ Stardust
Book Reviews ‘From page one [I] was hooked by the drama… I did not want to put it down and
could not wait for the next chapter, totally absorbing and would highly recommend.’
Goodreads reviewer ????? ‘This was fantastic, I was so excited reading it and rushed through
it in a few hours… The twists kept coming and I didn’t know who or what to believe! …
Phenomenal writing!’ Mrsbookburney ?????
From #1 New York Times Bestselling Author comes a romantic and suspenseful story of three
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best friends and a terrible, life-changing secret. She was their closest friend, or so they thought
-- until years later, when her secrets send them on a perilous search for the truth about who
she really was ... and why she died ... Ten years ago, during a party gone out of control,
beautiful, vibrant Emily plummeted to her death, leaving her three best friends and sorority
sisters -- Natalie, Laura and Madison -- devastated. None of them has ever forgotten that night
-- or the role each may have played in Emily's death, the guilt that has pursued them, and the
loss they still suffer. Now an unknown writer has rocketed onto bestseller lists with a novel that
eerily mirrors their own story. Who is he? How does he know the intimate details of their lives?
And why is he accusing one of them of murder? As they begin to unravel the startling truth
about their friend, each will rediscover a love she lost long ago and uncover secrets that will
forever change her life...
???????????????? ???????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????
????????????TOP 3?????????????????????????? ????????????????????????
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????????????……????????????????????????……?????????????????????
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??????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
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??????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????
????????????????????????……
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????USB???????????????????????????????
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?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
The New York Times bestselling coauthor of the “creepy-crawly tale” (The New York Times
Book Review) An Anonymous Girl and The Wife Between Us questions just how well we really
know our neighbors in this “deliciously fun beach read” (People) about an idyllic neighborhood
whose sublime façade hides shocking secrets. Newport Cove, where spontaneous block
parties occur on summer nights and all of the streets are named for flowers, is proud of being
one of the safest neighborhoods in America. It’s also one of the most secret-filled. After a
decade as a stay-at-home mom, Kellie Scott is back to work in an office. She’s adjusting to
high heels, scrambling to cook dinner for her family, and—following years of feeling
invisible—soaking in the dangerous attention of a handsome colleague. Kellie’s neighbor
Susan Barrett begins every day with fresh resolutions: She won’t eat any carbs, she’ll go to
bed at a reasonable hour, and she’ll stop stalking her ex-husband and his new girlfriend. Gigi
Kennedy’s husband is running for political office, which means her old skeletons, ones she
wants to keep hidden at any cost, are in danger of being dragged into the light. Then a new
family moves into this peaceful cul-de-sac. Tessa Campbell seems pleasant enough, if a bit
quiet. But soon it becomes clear that Tessa is hiding the most explosive secret of all—one with
deadly consequences. Written in Sarah Pekkanen’s signature “gripping” (People) style, The
Perfect Neighbors “transforms clichéd suburban troubles—from adolescent drama to
infidelity—into a compelling, suspenseful tale” (Kirkus Reviews).
“A masterpiece of thriller and mystery. Blake Pierce did a magnificent job developing
characters with a psychological side so well described that we feel inside their minds, follow
their fears and cheer for their success. Full of twists, this book will keep you awake until the
turn of the last page.” --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos (re Once Gone) THE
PERFECT NEIGHBOR is book #9 in a new psychological suspense series by bestselling
author Blake Pierce, which begins with The Perfect Wife, a #1 bestseller (and free download)
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with nearly 500 five-star reviews. In an exclusive and wealthy neighborhood in Manhattan
Beach, a new neighbor moves into a luxury home—only to be found dead soon thereafter. The
case brings Jessie into another wealthy beach town, evoking bad memories of her marriage
and forcing her to confront her own demons—while trying to unmask the lies of this seemingly
perfect town. Was the murder connected to an exclusive party for the elite? Or is there an even
more nefarious motive at stake? Making matters worse, Jessie’s husband is now out of
prison—and a potential threat to her once more. A fast-paced psychological suspense thriller
with unforgettable characters and heart-pounding suspense, THE PERFECT NEIGHBOR is
book #9 in a riveting new series that will leave you turning pages late into the night. Book
#10--THE PERFECT DISGUISE--is also available!
Ash Oakley has spent his life making music and doing what it takes to reach the top, along with
his best friend (with benefits) Wells by his side. After a year of touring and opening in stadiums
for rock legends across the globe, he needs down time and rents an apartment in a beach
town outside of foggy San Francisco. He decides to take up surfing. His first time out, he
discovers a rude, but mysterious man on the beach who captivates him in a way he didn’t
expect. The man is clearly grief stricken, something Ash knows a lot about after losing his
guitar-playing brother to a drug overdose. Micah Knowles left his friends, his family, and his
high-tech job to sit on the beach, day after day, struggling to heal from a devastating event he
can’t even speak of out loud. He doesn’t deserve friendship and certainly doesn’t deserve
love, not after what he did. When their worlds collide, Ash must uncover the truth about the
man he’s falling for and decide if he can handle it. Micah must face his demons to heal and let
Ash in. But after all that, Ash’s very public world and lifestyle might be the thing that tears
them apart.
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